COUNCIL WORK NIINUTES
JANUARY 22.2020
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, Jantary 22,2020, at 5:30 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson-Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Engineer Kit Wareham; City
Attomey Tyler Romeril; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Leisure Services Director Ken
Nielson; Economic Development Director Danny Stewart; Water Superintendent Robbie
Mitchell; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall.
OTHERS PRESENT: Tom Watson, Carter Wilkey, Jeremy Laws, Mandy Laws, L.
Henderson, Mary Gillespie, Alexandra Ball, Aliene Overly, Darrick Kirk, Dallas
Buckner, Shane Baker, Dan Roberts, Marcus Hansen, Michael Radebaugh, Mike Green,
Dixon Tiffany, Kelsey Cooke, Jessica Farling, Tom Jett, Melodie Jett, Hunter Shaheen,
Teri Kenney.

CALL TO ORDER:

Pastor Michael Radeb augh of Mountain View Baptist Church gave
the invocation; the pledge was led by Councilmember Isom

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda
order for the City Council Redevelopment Agency and Municipal Building Authority;
second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.
AD MINISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUSINESS STAFF
COMMENTS: rlsom - I want to share my enthusiasm for the fiber being laid in the
town. It is exciting for South Central Communications to be moving forward. tHartley I have a commitment at 7pm if not finished will have to leave. rMelling - I will start
doing monthly council walks, the first one is Friday at 8 a.m. at the SW comer of 200 S.
300 W. by Founders Hall and zig zagbetween 200 and 400 South for 2 hours. Anyone in
the area is welcome to attend as well as council or staffto see peoples concem in the
area. Hopefully we will see 48 of those over 4 yean. rPhillips - I attended a meeting and
had a few citizens bring this up, it is not our responsibility, but there are a lot ofdead
animals on Main Street (deer) on the north end of town and they are staying there for
quite a while. Chief Adams - that is DWR, our Animal Control Officers will move them
temporarily. I will reach out to Officer Carver and let him know it is a problem. rChief
Adams - Sg1. Pollock received a First Responder award, Officers Evans, Lovell and
Womack have received it in the past, this is in cooperation with the NAACP and Martin
Luther King day. There are not a lot that nominate across the State, it was well deserved.
Phillips - what criteria? Chief - you nominate and if they have space they accommodate.
I think they would do more if more applied. A lot has to do with community involvement
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well as law enforcement, coaching and cultural activities, giving back to the
community.
as

PUBLIC COMMENTS: rTom Watson - this is my first time here, the newest reporter
for the Iron County Today, they recently had a great need for staff. I am here to cover
you. Ifyou have questions or comments or need something in the paper get ahold of me
or Corey Baumgartner. They have great things in mind for the paper. I am new to the
community, been here 2 weeks, it has been phenomenal, people are very different, I came
from northem Califomia, Paradise, Califomia and we are still having problerns, my wife
wanted to move to Utah, and she chose Cedar City. We already have a bunch of new
fiiends here.

WREATHS ACROSS AITIERICA. ALENE OVERLY: Alene Overl y a member of
daughters of the American Revolution Chapter, I am the Secretary. We came after talking
with the Mayor. Sandy Ball the President and Chairman of Wreaths Across America.
This year the Wreaths Across America is be an American worth fighting for. We want to
find a chaiqperson and committee to work with the DAR, we want you to help find
donors. Last year we put 125-135 wreaths between Summit and Enoch, this year we want
1025. There are 102 Cedar City, Enoch, Summit, Paragonah, Parowan. Ifyou buy two
wreaths you get the third one free. We will hold the money to get the 3d one fiee. It will
be December lgth and Cedar City is at 2:30. The committee will meet with DAR and
Wreaths Across America, fundraising, logistics, sound system, chairs and flatbed for
wreaths. Several would meet with the coordinator and DAR for the wreaths, they have to
be watered down. They arrive 3 days before the ceremony. It shows the sponsorship
amount and where the wreath is placed, they chose where they want wreaths and the
Veteran's name and if they want to lie the wreath and we will contact them before. My
husband is a veteran, her father died, we want to cover all of the veterans. Alene - in the
DAR we have opportunities to provide service and this is what we chose, we wanted to
do Iron County, we wanted to start out small. There was a nice article in the Iron County
Today about the Enoch program. We couldn't start in Cedar City because it was almost
1,000 Veterans. We want you to help us advertise and get individual donations and help
with the program on December l9th. They are delivered by volunteers and we need help
unloading the wreaths and spraying them down. When the founder was developing
Christrnas wreaths, he had extra and didn't know what to do with thern so he put thern on
Arlington and it has mushroomed and gone on and on. We want to adopt Cedar City
Cemetery, but we need a lot ofdonation and advertising, businesses, friends, newspaper,
so we will have enough money.
Phillips - you are asking for our support of 802 graves for Cedar City. We want to cover
all four cemetery's, they are rcaching out to all cities. Phillips - it will be around $10,000
for Cedar City? Alene - it will be around $8,000 with the buy two get one free. Phillips
I was in Enoch and it was very moving, and it was a wonderful ceremony and would love
to have it in Cedar City.

-

CONSIDER A SINGLE EVENT ALCOHOL PER}IIT FOR SUU ART NIUSEUNI
ON MARCH 7 2020. JESSICA FARLING: Jessica Farling, Director of SUU Arts - it
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will

Art Auction, it was at Rusty's Ranch House, but we have outgrown and
are doing it on site. We are doing a mountain of paperwork for the DABC. Chief Adams
be the 26d

we did a background and have no concerns, would give a positive recommendation.
Melling - I had one citizen reach out to me, it was about the process, shocked that it is
something the Council must approve. Why is it required by the Council? Tyler - it is
based on State Law. I can't give specific, but we need to get local consent from the local
body. Consant.

-

REOUEST TO HOOK ONTO CITY WATER OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS IN
THE VICINITY OF 3437 EAST HWY 14. JEREMY LAWS: Jerem yLaws-Ihave
been a resident for 28 years. I printed out a scope ofwhat we had for property. We have a
9.5 acre parcel up Cedar Canyon, I am looking to build a home and hoping to get a water
meter in place. I have talked with Robbie Mitchell and he said that it cannot be done, I
am here to find out why. I will do whatever it takes to get the meter there. Property is
very expensive throughout town, and this property is paid for, so we want to build a
better home on that property. Phillips - what is the City regulations? Jeremy - there are
other homes up the canyon that are on City water. Paul - City Ordinance prohibits water
connection outside the city limits. We provide water to our residents; we are not the
Water Conservancy District (WCD). There is an exception for stock watering you can
truck water from your home to the animals. There are some residents we supply under a
contract from a long time ago, pre Robbie, pre me and pre Kit. There was a plan
submitted to Iron County for an RV Park, is this the same? Jererny - no, that is further
up the canyon. Paul - is there a reason you caffrot drill a well? Jeremy - the wells up
there were sold to the City. Paul - we don't have culinary wells up there. Robbie
Mitchell - years ago before our time, the residents and Milt used to have their own well
and they supplied their own houses, they were having problems with their system, the
residents gave the City their water rights and the well so they could hook on to the City
water. About 8-10 years ago the City had to go in and put a 2-inch line from our
chlorinator to Milts and the homes, there are 6 homes and a restaurant on a 2-inch water
line. If you are outside the city limits, we cannot provide water. Melling - what is the
long-term strategy for the area? Will we eventually annex up there? Paul - our
annexation policy plan does not go up the Canyon. Jeremy - it is considered Iron
County. The WCD doesn't have anything to do with it. My 9.5 acres is worth nothing, I
cannot do anlhing without water. Hartley - have you looked into buying a water right?
Jeremy - I have talked with some of the farmers and they are not willing to sell water
rights, I haven't dug any further than that. Hartley - have you checked with the WCD?
Jeremy - yes, they don't have anything in that area. with the taxes that go up there, the
WCD still charges on the taxes for the area even though you can't get water from them.
Melling - we have either connecting to City Water or digging a well and acquiring your
own rights which is about $40 to $50k. Jeremy - if spending that kind ofmoney, I would
purchase a different lot. Melling - I am not sure on catching participation, there is a
number ofvideos I have looked into catching their household water through different
methods, I know there are some regulations on that. Jeremy - I have thought about that,
but County Code does not allow that, it has to be culinary water. Hartley - ifl am
understanding the 2" line won't service even if we were to approve it? Robbie - you
would have to do a study, we calculated what was there, we didn't anticipate groMh.
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There is a 10" line by the chlorinator, but that is a long way down the road. As ofnow
there is only a 2" line, about a mile up to Milts, that is what supplies them. Melling - it is
important for cities to try and find a way to say yes, but this is awkward. I would like to
table, and I would personally look at the regulatory process with the County on catching
water. I think that is less expensive than drilling a well. Even ifpossible, there are other
owners with property and so it becomes too much load for the system. Unless we supply
non city residents it becomes a problon. Isom * another thing to consider, there are
houses not on the City line and they have big water tanks in their garages, and they truck
their own water. Jeremy - I planned that anyway, but where would I truck the water
from, that is another issue. Tom Jeft - there are companies that will haul it for you.
Jeremy - Terry at the County said that cannot happen. Melling - Ifyou are willing to talk

with Terry at the County with me, I will do that. Tabled.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR JUNIPER GROVE SUBDIVISION LOCATE
AT APPROXIMATELY I575 SOUTH 12 OO WEST. GO CIVIL ENGINEERING/
DON BOUDREAU: Dallas Buckner , Go Civil Engineering - we received a positive
recommendation from Planning Commission, R-2-2 duplex lots, 20 lots, 40 units.
Phillips - there was discussion about Roads. Dallas - the road is a double chip seal road,
that will have to be brought up to standard and it will be city standard roads in the
Subdivision. Phillips - have you looked at the drainage? Dallas - there is a big drainage
ditch, we may look at that, but the water would go down Greens Lake Dr. Phillips - you
are looking at 20 twin home lots? Dallas - yes, 40 units. Kit - on the north side of the
subdivision there are public utility easements, power line, livestock easement and City
trail. Dallas - the developer owns all the way to Southem View, he would like to deed
the piece to either the City or the livestock people, when we get into construction
drawings, we will have the discussion with the City. Hartley - I have a question about
the trail, there is a wall along the PUD, will we have a trail system? Kit - there is a wall
on the north side of the corridor, if they put a wall in, it will be a wide corridor. Dallas
yes, it is 82 feet. I think the developer will want to put something in because ofthe cattle
trail. There is 82-foot-wide livestock easement and then power line, and City trail.

-

Consent.

CONSIDER RESTRICTED PARKING ALONG COLLEGE AVE. FOR EAST
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR STUDE NT PICK-UP. HUNTER SHAIIEEN/KIT
WAREHAM: Hunter Shaheen, Iron County School District - we met with Chief Adams
and talked about issues we are having there with the south parking lot. It is a small
parking lot and we are having parents pull in there to drop kids offfor classes and have
had a lot of near misses. We asked Mike Shrutz and Todd Hovine with State Fire Marshal
about closing that off. Wc so have congested Center Street and it has created issues on
200 East. We visited with Kit and the Police Department about a restricted area so we can
have people pick up. It is the north side of the street, south of the school. Phillips - is
this similar to North Elementary? Hunter - this is a 7O-year-old structure, it was not built
for the traffic. The majority of parents want to drive their kids to school. Also, it is the
Spanish dual emersion school so all 5 grades have that program and you have to take
your kids to school ifthey are not in the boundary, you have to car pool, etc. It has
become extremely congested. We extended the driveway and parent parking and we have
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for vehicles, but it is not sufficient. If we build a larger parking lot, it is a
smaller playground. We are trying to find the best scenario we can. Paul - do you want
similar to student drop offand pick up zones? Hunter - if you paint it red it will
discourage parents. The sign we put up is drop of?pick up zone, driver cannot exit the
vehicle. We want to meet the ordinance. If we could have from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. no
parking is ultimately what we are asking for. Phillips - have the neighbors complained?
Hunter - they have not. It was suggested making it a one-way street, we don't want to
take that to the neighborhood. We don't see much traffrc that is not school staffon the
north side ofCollege Ave, the residents are typically on the south side, so we don't feel
we would infringe on the neighborhood. Hunter - a busing area requires florescent
green. Kit - if you want us to enforce it, it has to be approved by the City Council.
a longer spot

CONSIDER LEASING CITY PROPERTY ON HIGHWAY 14. WEST OF RIGHTHAND CANYON ROAD
RAD
IN . DAII
S/TYLER
ROMERIL: Tyler - I spoke with Susan Parker with UDOT to confirm what we were
told by Mr. Roberts, it is the case, it is a scenic byway, no new signs. You have two
options, either prohibit any advertising and ask the sign be removed or allow a sign to be
in place and we can determine the terms of the lease. There is no point of offering it to
anyone else because they would not be able to put a sign up. Isom - there was not an
agreement when we got real estate? Tyler - no. Phillips - the last many years the sign has
been there, when Coldwell Banker got the permit who did they list as the owner of the
property. Tyler - they were going to pull the permits, but they will have to go to file
cards.

Scott Bums - there is no lease. Jack Bums has done work for them over the years, there
is no lease which helps the Roberts', it is prescriptive use. If the City had a lease and
allowed them to have it would not be adverse. It was without permission or payment to
the City. The third option is to pursue a prescriptive easement, Mr. Roberts does not want
to do that, he wants to get along with the City. They believe they have a property interest,
the expectation ofa continuing benefit of something. We believe they have had the
expectation of the continuing benefit of the sign for more than 20 years. We tried to find
a lease from Clayton Frehner. Philips - when Mr. Roberts has been doing the permitting
to the State, who is the owner of the property. Bums - they don't ask, they recogrrize it
as an exception of the Scenic by Way. In 1979 is when the sign was there, in 1981 the
scenic byway was enacted, so that was 40 years ago. Phillips - when I spoke with UDOT
they have on record Robert Dillman in Las Vegas.
Dan Roberts - DW Corry, Clayton Frehners Father in law, Corry Realty was one of the
first in Cedar City. DW Corry owned the 40 acres, and it came across the highway and
this little comer was deeded to the City, knowing Clayton he probably gave the property
to the City. They then sold the rest ofthe acreage. I got involved with Real Estate with
Clayton Frehner and bought in with him in 1991. There was always a satellite office on
the Mountain and what I think happened DW Corry deeded it to the City for the
Chlorination Plant. The deal was probably made that the sign remains if the property is
deeded. I would like to keep the sign and would be happy to lease the property. The
permit cannot be given to anyone in the future. It won't go to anyone else because we
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control the permit. Roger Dillman said it is my property and you can use it all you want.
He has passed away, he thought it was his property. Phillips - he thought it was his
property, but it wasn't. Dan - correct, he does own the property on the north side.
Phillips - with any advertising it is difficult to decide the overall affect, but you have to
advertise to stay in business. I struggle having signage on U-14 and tout how beautiful
our community is. I worry about what will happen to our beautiful Cedar Canyon. I
struggle keeping it there, what is the overall affect the sign provides to your company?
Dan - that is hard to say, it has been part ofthe company for over 40 years, since 1979 or
before. I know no more can be given. It is unfortunate how this happened. I am a team
playeq ifthat can be handled, I would be happy to pay to keep the sign there and continue
what we have done. Melling - my thoughts are a little different, I think where this is a
program not expanding and we are not seeing revenue from it, I would be more inclined
to try and negotiate a lease amount in favor ofprioritizing a sunset date to get us out ofa
marketing and sign rental business. Who knows what will come out of the property? I
would like a l0 year or shorter lease with a lower rent and then have it sunset and
discontinue the use. Bums - what do you mean get out of the business? Melling - not
leasing. Dan - I would agree to a l0-year lease or negotiate something like that. Phillips
- is it a wood sign? Dan - it is wood, and metal and it is cemented, structurally it is in
good shape. Rainbow Sign will take a 4x8 foot plylvood and paint and hang it. Bums
many years ago a prior city council looking at things like Sedona, some signs are ugly,
and some are uglier.

-

Tyler - Mr. Bums and I disagree on prescriptive easement in the govemment. I am not
saying it to push it one way or the other. Phillips - what is a prescriptive easement. Tyler
- a few years ago, we had a discussion with Raymond Prestwhich about a water line
easement behind Sportsman's Warehouse. Utah State Law says this comes up from time
to time, they give owners ofeasement, need to have it 20 years and use it in a way over a
period of time you have a vested right to use it for a water line, cannot expand or put a
walking path in, it is solely to maintain it. Because it is government property, we won't
allow that to happen. Bums - one govemment has in 1979, but you have a vested right
and the exhibit lists those exceptions in the State of Utah. So maybe the State ofutah
acknowledging the non-conforming use. Out ofthe blue someone says we want to take
the sign down and the owner says can the queen do that. Tyler - you decide if the sign
stays and work through a lease or the sign goes. Melling - so we vote only if it stays, not
on the guidelines. Correct.

CONSIDER DISPOSING OF CITY PROPERTY LOCATED FRONI IOO WEST
TO 3()O WEST
NG COAL CREEK ROAD. GARTH GREEN/RICHARI)
BRONSEMA,TTYLER ROMERIL: Mike Green, GO Green Enterprises - I got an email
from my father in Antarctica and said we need to be here. The property on Coal Creek
Road and the sliver south we purchased 25 years ago from the Railroad, and they said
when the railroad goes, we will sell it to you. We approached the Railroad and they
wanted to sell a larger piece. We want to build and develop but cannot do without the
property. It would be great commercial space for strip mall or storage. Phillips - with the
City intent to develop it into a trail or something like that. If we were to dispose of the
property, I understand the ramifications. I want to know you are going to do something so
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it isn't a weed patch. Mike - I can't say when it will happen, I would like to have
something built in 5 years. I can't tell my father what to do. Phillips - we want the
decision to be a betterment of the City. I don't want the junk yard closer to Coal Creek.
This little spur doesn't really add anything to your trail systan. Melling - in reading the
minutes fiom Plaruring Commission there was a question about notice to neighboring lot
owners and it would not be required. Are we meeting the minimum of the law? Tyler - if
the Council wants to move forward, we get an appraisal, do an RFP, notiry those that
have expressed interest, post on the State website. Mike - all property owners know.
There are not many property owners in the area. Tyler - at Plaruring Commission it was
mutually agreed that Mr. Green would want from 100 to 200 and Mr. Bronserna would
like 200 to 300, after the meeting, Shane came forward he wants a little parcel from 200
to 300. We will have to figure out the appraisal, one and split the cost or different
appraisals. There is not guarantee the City will sell once the appraisal is received. There
is a risk ofpaying for an appraisal even if we don't sell the property. Mike-weare
committed. Shane Baker - I wanted to buy a small piece, I acquired a piece from Dave
Hughes, there is a curve, I want a sliver to square off the property for an RV park. The
City plan was to have the trail come over and continue and there is plenty of land for me
to have a sliver and the trial. Phillips- how wide? 22 feet. Paul - sometime after the City
acquired the property, we were contacted by property ownerc to purchase. The City
wanted to plan what we are doing first. Mr. Green came in December to start the process.
Kenny took it to the trails committee, what are the changes we take the trail to that side,
DecorWorx is there and we will not go through that property. We started between 100200 and now it is 200-300 and if the City says we start at 300 and head west for the trail,
before we do that, I think we need to plan what we want to do. We may not need the
3,000 square feet you want to purchase, but we don't know what we want to do. Adams
- don't we have preliminaries from 300 to Airport Road? Kit - very preliminary. Adams
we don't want to cut into the planned trail, the Trails Committee would not be happy,
they have been planning for a long time. If it doesn't affect that, it is a wider area, there
may be room to do more. Paul - It is a little wider, the Railroad had more there. Paul let's figure out what we are doing first. Phillips - how long ofa process would that be?
Kit - we could have something by next work meeting. Melling - Mr. Baker, what is your
timeline? Shane - as soon as possible, I approached the Railroad myself, but they had
already sold it. I asked that it be squared off, I would be reasonable, there is ample room
for a trail. Kit - at some point at the east and west end we need a trail head. Paul - it is
deep, that may be where we want to put parking for a trail head. Melling - it is
everybody's trail and we have a taxpayer wanting the property. I would be inclined to
allow him to put his property to higher use and tax bracket. I realize we have a tmil, but
let's see what we can do to accommodate his process. Paul - there are property owners
to the west that want the property also. Phillips - the council approved a trail and roads
already. One question I have, were their conditions with the sale of the property from the
railroad2 Paul - there are prohibitions from the Railroad, they have owned the property
for 90+ yearc and have used it for heary industrial use and there is possibility of
contaminants. If the City sells it, it comes with the restrictions.
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- IFA has an interest in acquiring at least l12 of it, they are north ofthe trail
willing to split with Blackcat to square it off. They own all the property between
200 and 300 West, and they would like to cooperate with the other owner.
Dan Roberts
and are

Derrick Burt - Mr. Bronsema would like to get from the comer, I know IFA wants a
door, Mr. Bronsema's property also needs to be widened and square offhis property as
well.

CONSIDER 2O2O BOARD APPOINTMENT. N{A YOR WILSON-EDWARDS:
Mayor Wilson-Edwards - I emailed these around 5 p.m. the only council changes are
putting Melling on Cozzens positions. See Exhibit "A" attached
CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY'S PURCHASING
POLICY. TYLER ROMERIL: Tyler - this was promoted by Councilwoman Hartley,
her concem is the City had a say on appraisals for the City property, "The City reserves
the right to select the appraiser and order the appraisal". This can put staffin an awkward
position with appraisers coming to us. Paul - some appraisals we don't have that
flexibility, one we are doing now with the US Forest Service east ofLaFiesta and west of
the cart storage area. they have strict rules in purchasing property, if they say XY
appraiser that may not rvork, and they may walk away. Please leave room for us to work
with entities that are less flexible. Isom - can we put something in for government
entities? Melling - it is may, not shall. I could say the City may reserve the right. Paul if worst came to worst and someone came in with a low appraisal, we could say we have
been buying property in the area and this is not close. Action.
CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE REGULATING THE ZONIN G OF CANNABIS
PRODUCTION. PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTI ON. TYLER ROI\{ERIL: Tyler
- in Decernber 2018 Prop 2 passed on the ballot, that opened the ability to use medical
marijuana. The legislature closed that gap. They legalized the cultivation of marijuana,
manufacturing and distribution; it is on a permit process. The City has had multiple
companies come forward to see where they can put the facilities. To get a head of it we
thought we should put it in the zoning ordinance. When it comes to growing, processing
and distributing there are setbacks. Production cannabis be within 1000 feet ofa
community location and can't be within 600 feet of a primarily zone residential, R-1, 2,
& 3. We would like to label MU zone as residential. That is one suggestion. The second
is labeling in the zoning table where the uses would be permitted. We are recommending
a cannabis be in I&M-2 zones, the pharmacy we would permit in any zone but the I&M2. We talked about that in Planning Commission, they were ok. Staffis preserving the
land for high end industrial uses. I don't see all the land being used by 30 cannabis farms.
Paul - we cannot prohibit them; we can't zone them out. The state gave the setbacks.

- on the chart we have a definition of a pharmacy and where permitted, this is
only drug store. If it is listed under a cannabis pharmacy, can they do regular
prescriptions? Tyler - I would think yes. State law does not treat it different than a
prescription for oxycodone. Phillips - Cedar City has been granted one license. Paul one pharmacy license. Phillips - this is allowing it to be in one location in an I&M zone,
Adams
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but a pharmacy could be in any zone allowed. Paul - it is in a commercial zone. Phillips
- I don't know how much space it takes to grow and cultivate and then sell, is there a
reason I&M-2 instead of I&M-l. Tyler - we called some cities, depending on factory and
production there could be some smell. Paul - the way our zoning scheme is set up,
smelling uses are subject to I&M-2. Adams - if a pharmacy already in business, if they
got the permit they can distribute through their pharmacy? Paul - some would not meet, I
don't know if Bulloch's would, Lin's would not, Wal-Mart is a question. They will have
to hunt around like the specialty tobacco. Tyler - pharmacy is 200 feet from a
community location. Melling - one concem when I read the memo, I understand the
simplicity ofhaving the production and sell at the same point, I don't think we give
special treatment, if cannabis in I&M-2 also allow drug stores and pharmacies, putting
any future drug store or pharmacy put on notice they are noisy, stinky, dusty , etc.
location. If someone wants to open in I&M-2 there could be problems and we won't be
sympathetic. Action

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER REVISIONS TO THE 2019-2020 FY
BUDGET. JASON NORRIS: Jason - we are doi ng our 4th budget revision for the
General Fund, the RDA and MBA, you get to here from me 3 times. The big component
is closing out the prior year capital projects, many projects in some state of completion,
some not started, some design phase, moving into 2020 fiscal period. I provided a sub list
ofevery capital project the City is doing. A few minor adjustments in the General Fund
and special revenue fund. The police drug fee community grant and wildland fire grant,
Police $12,500, Fire $5,910, in the State for CDBG for TURN is $102,118, we pass that
through for TURN Services. We received a revenue for private donation for parks for
Christmas lighting, and the $100,000 for Cross Hollows stalls. Iron County granted
$50,000 for tourism restaurant tax and another $50,000 from us for stalls. We have a goal
to get enough to host larger events, I think we are getting closer.
Capital list - the $100,000 for horse stalls is a new project. We received a letter in the last
few weeks we will not be moving forward on the Ice Skating, so we unencumbered the
money for that project, it is no longer in the capital list. Airport Iron County contributed
$15,590 for the carpet project at the Airport. Phillips - has that happened yet? No.

Mayor Wilson-Edwards opened the public hearing, there were no comments. Hearing
closed.

1!p.I@B!L Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum and go into the RDA meeting
7:24 p.m.; second by Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.
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Bonnie Cox
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Delynn Barton
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Steve Wood
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Cal Robinson

Reappoint

New

Austin McKinney
iames Spinney
Kara Taylor
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